
Perhaps the most underrated aspects of puppy 
development - Toys. The goal here is for the dog to learn 

while both you and your dog enjoy yourselves. And there's 
more to dog's toys than just ropes, balls & squeaky toys. 
There's an assortment of games which challenge dogs' 

instintcts so they can solve the puzzle. No wonder pet 
experts recommend puzzles for dog which helps them 

satiate their natural curiosity. We have a fun selection of 
toys dogs are bound to find incredibly interesting.

Dog 
Toys

05
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Dog Toys

LEVEL
2

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

67336
10.5"x9.25"x2.25" 
₹ 1,350

Outward Hound, USA
Nina Ottosson Dog Smart 
Composite Game

Outward Hound
Nina Ottosson Treat Maze Dog 
Puzzle, Level 2

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

67575
8.5" x 7.5" x 2.75" 
₹ 1,350

LEVEL

1

Challenges your dog to uncover treat 
while helping them to develop new 
learning techniques. Holds wet & dry kibble. 
Made from unique composite material 
resembling real wood while making it more 
durable. Allows dogs to develop retrieving 
skills.

Treat dispenser releases treats from 2 holes 
and lets dogs figure out how to remove 
them. Improves mental stimulation by 
challenging them to forrage for food. After 
filling the treat maze shake the saucer a 
little move the scent of the treats around so 
that the dog understands treats are waiting 
for them.

A chasable, tuggable luring toy provides 
exercise & entertainment indoor & outdoors. 
Durable nylon chord for tough tuggers. 
Chase & tug action keeps dogs playing. Two 
faux-fur tails squeaks & rattle. Wand style 
for ease of use.

Great for introducing your dog to treat 
training games. Level 1 dog game gets your 
dog interested in games and prepares 
your pup for more exciting and challenging 
puzzles to come. Place treats or kibble in 
compartments of the base. Cover treat 
compartment with bones. Teach your 
dog how to play the puzzle and have fun 
together.

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

67331
12.25"x11.25"x1.75" 
₹ 1,150

Outward Hound, USA
Nina Ottosson Dog Smart Puzzle

LEVEL

1

Outward Hound, USA
Tail Teaser with Refill Interactive 
Dog Toy

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

41001
93 x 6 x 19 cm
₹ 2,000

Indoor Toy Floats

Floats

STRONGER
65%

STRONGER
65%

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

67326
S
4.75" x 5" x 8" 
₹ 650

67327
L
5.75" x 6.25" x 8" 
₹ 850

Outward Hound, USA
Nina Ottosson Treat Tumble Ball

Outward Hound, USA
Nina Ottosson Treat Tumble Ball

LEVEL

1

LEVEL

1

Challenges your dog's problem solving 
skills. Enhances mental simulation through 
play. Fun to play indoors & outdoors. Perfect 
to perk your pup's interest in puzzles. Level 1 
toy. Teach your dog or pup to play with the 
puzzle.

Challenges your dog's problem solving 
skills. Enhances mental simulation through 
play. Fun to play indoors & outdoors. Perfect 
to perk your pup's interest in puzzles. Level 1 
toy. Teach your dog or pup to play with the 
puzzle.

INTERACTIVE GAMES
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Dog Toys

With 12 treat compartments, Dog Tornado is 
smart and fun choice for mealtime activity. 
Presents dog with more interesting ways to 
problem solve while giving you new ways to 
teach and train your dog. Can put dry and 
wet kibble in compartments.

Perefect for energetic dogs, hot weather 
or just extended fun. Game focuses 
on challenging your dog's brain. Level 
3 dog game. Recommended for more 
challenging play, But can be used with 
dogs for all play levels. Easy to clean. Enjoy 
the fun & entertainment together with your 
dog.

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

67332
11" x 7.5" x 3.25" 
₹ 1,775

67334
12.75"x9.25"x2" 
₹ 1,775

Outward Hound, USA
Nina Ottosson Dog Casino Game

Outward Hound, USA
Nina Ottosson Dog Tornado 
Game

LEVEL

2
LEVEL

3

INTERACTIVE GAMES

Outward Hound
Nina Ottosson Dog Brick Game - 
FLIP, FIND & SLIDE

CODE
DIMENSION
COLOUR
MRP

67333
12.75"x9.25"x2" 
Blue
₹ 1,775

Outward Hound
Nina Ottosson Hide N' Slide Dog 
Puzzle, Level 2

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

67338
14.5" x 11.75" x 2" 
₹ 1,950

LEVEL

2

LEVEL

2

Hide dog treats or kibble in the 
compartments of the game and watch 
as your dog learns to release the hidden 
treats inside. Presents your dog with more 
interesting ways to problem solve, while 
giving you new ways to teach and train 
your dog. Place treats in circular blocks and 
compartments in the base. Swivel flippers 
to cover tracks. Place game on floor and 
encourage your pet to seek treats.

Presents your pup with a new challenge 
every time they play with it. This treat 
training dog game occupies anxious 
dogs and entertains dogs when they 
become bored helping prevent destructive 
behaviours. Offers increased stimulation & 
learning options your dog will benefit from. 
Mentally challenges your dog to learn.

Outward Hound
Nina Ottosson Dog Twister Puzzle, 
Level 3

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

67335
13.25" x 12" x 2" 
₹ 2,050

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

67337
15" x 14" x 2.5" 
₹ 2,250

Outward Hound, USA
Nina Ottosson Dog Worker Game, 
Slide Cups & Twist Flaps

The ultimate exercise for learning and 
playtime. Can be filled with treats to 
exercise your dog’s mind, and strengthen 
the bond between you and your dog. 
Watch your dog figure out how to be a 
puzzle master! Elevated play pieces helps 
dogs retrieve treats and move pieces while 
keeping them entertained and engaged 
with no interference to fun!

Get ready to hide, seek and treat with this 
dog puzzle. Great for dogs that are looking 
for more challenging treat dispensing dog 
games and toys. Through treat discovery, 
your dog is engaged and excited to learn 
new tricks!

LEVEL

3 LEVEL

3
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Dog Toys
Outward Hound, USA
Dogwood Durable Stick CONTAINS

REAL WOOD

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

PS-217
Small
16 cm
₹ 425

PS-218
Medium
22 cm
₹ 725

PS-216
X-Small
13 cm
₹ 225

PS-219
Large
27 cm
₹ 1,275

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

PS-668
S
16 cm
₹ 575

PS-669
M
22 cm
₹ 875

PS-667
XS
13 cm
₹ 275

PS-670
L
27 cm
₹ 1,300

NATURAL
ANTLER

CONTAINS

Outward Hound, USA
Deerhorn Durable Chew Toy

CHEW TOYS

Dogwood materials are made in the USA 
are free of lead and phthalates making it a 
chew you can feel good about giving your 
dog, and your dog will feel good chewing 
on. Contains the natural wood flavor and 
texture dogs love without the side effects 
of splintering that real wood brings. Has the 
natural flavor and smell that dogs love.

Deerhorn is made from naturally shed antler 
and carries the taste and smell dogs love 
about antler chews. Our Deerhorn dog chew 
was carefully designed to incorporate a variety 
of innovative solutions that keep your dog busy 
while enhancing their dental health. Petstages 
Deerhorn contains naturally shed antler and is 
also lead and phthalate free- that means you 
can rest easy knowing your dog is chewing on 
a safer & better bone.

67340
S
16 cm
₹ 550

Petstages, USA
Chik a Bone Chicken Flavor Chew

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSION
MRP

67341
M
22 cm 
₹ 795

Natural bone meal and real chicken flavor 
combine to create a chewing combination 
that his hard for dogs to resist. won’t split or 
splinter like natural bones. Not only is Chick-
a-Bone a safer chewing solution than real 
chicken bones, Chick-a-Bone was uniquely 
designed to be carried and chewed by all 
dogs.
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Has the crunchy sound dogs love. With 
three durable layers, these toys won't lose 
shape or collapse.Crunchy Bone That Won't 
Collapse. Crunchy Bottle Sound & Texture 
That Dogs Love. Won't Cut Mouth & Gums 
Like Real Water Bottles. Great For Dogs That 
Love To Chew. Availabe in 4 Different Sizes.

Outward Hound, USA
Crunchcore Bone

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

PS-266
L
22 cm
₹ 1,200

PS-264
S
16 cm 
₹ 650

PS-265
M
19 cm
₹ 850

CODE
SIZE
MRP

5491
S-M
₹ 650

5492
M-L
₹ 975

Petkin, USA
Bac’n-Stuffed Dentalbone, Bacon flavor

Bac'n-Stuffed DentalBone provides 
an easy way to keep your dog's 
teeth and gums healthy with a 
bone they'll love to chew! This 
strong long lasting nylon bone 
has bacon flavor stuffed right in 
the middle to entertain your dog's 
natural chewing, smelling and 
tasting instincts and encourage 
hours of chewing satisfaction.

CHEW TOYS

IMPORTANCE
OF TOYS

Toys are important to develop character, skills, creativity, 
security and social acceptability 

Playing with toys is the quickest way to build a bond 
between you and your dog

Toys are used to play games. 

A game is a structured activity undertaken for enjoyment 
and as an educational tool

A pet’s behavior is influenced by the games he plays 

Toys enable us to learn about each other, builds trust and 
helps communication
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Dog Toys

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
COLOR
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
COLOR
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

35694
ø 7/37 cm
₹ 295

32650
Various
ø 7 cm
₹ 395

32653
40 cm
₹ 350

34486
32 cm
₹ 395

34487
13 cm/40 cm
₹ 395

Trixie, Germany
Playing Rope with Woven-in Ball

Trixie, Germany
Rope Toy with Woven-in Ball

Trixie, Germany
Rope Ring

Trixie, Germany
Playing Rope, Cotton/Polyester

Trixie, Germany
Playing Rope with Balls

Trixie, Germany
Playing Rope with Stick

32655
Various
ø 14 cm
₹ 575

Let's your dog tug & chew on the toy. A 
braided, colorful and very durable rope. 
With hand loop. Made from cotton & 
polyester.

Made of a braided, colorful and very 
durable rope. Helps maintain dog's oral 
hygiene. Without artificial materials. 
Chewing on ropes and other specially-
shaped toys supports mouth hygiene and 
keeps your dog's breath fresh. Various nubs 
massage the gums and help to clean teeth 
and interdental spaces. Intensive chewing 
also encourages salivation to keep your 
dog's teeth healthy.

Chewing on ropes and other specially-
shaped toys supports mouth hygiene and 
keeps your dog's breath fresh. Various nubs 
massage the gums and help to clean teeth 
and interdental spaces. Intensive chewing 
also encourages salivation to keep your 
dog's teeth healthy. Made with cotton & 
polyester.

A toy dedicated to dogs of all ages.The cord 
is made of multi-colored cotton, without 
artificial materials. Brilliant to play with the 
owner, as well as to make the time spent at 
home in the waiting for his return. A special 
weave and natural material prevents 
formation of tartar and gingivitis.

Made of a braided, colorful and very 
durable rope. Helps maintain dog's oral 
hygiene. A toy dedicated to dogs of all 
ages. The cord is made of multi-colored 
cotton, without artificial materials. A special 
weave and natural material prevents 
formation of tartar and gingivitis.

Chewing on ropes and other specially-
shaped toys supports mouth hygiene and 
keeps your dog's breath fresh. Various nubs 
massage the gums and help to clean teeth 
and interdental spaces. Intensive chewing 
also encourages salivation to keep your 
dog's teeth healthy. Made with cotton & 
polyester.

ROPE TOYS
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Dog Toys

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

3471
ø 11 cm
₹ 320

Trixie, Germany
Soft Soccer Toy Balls, Canvas, 
Soundless

Made from great quality canvas. Great for 
highly energetic dogs. Your dog can kick it, 
roll it or chew on it while playing on his own. 
Throw the ball and teach your dog to fetch 
it and bond during playtime.

This rope dog toy helps keep dog's teeth 
clean. Made from cotton/polyester.

Ideal for highly energetic dogs. Play with 
your dog and let him tug on it or simply 
let him chew on it. Helps keep dog's teeth 
clean. For dogs of all ages.

Trixie, Germany
Rope Ball

Trixie, Germany
Playing Rope with Knots

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

32810
ø 6 cm
₹ 175

35717
31 cm
₹ 175

Trixie, Germany
Playing Rope with Woven-in Ball

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS 

MRP

3268
S-M
ø 5.5 cm/ 
30 cm
₹ 150

3269
L
ø 7 cm/ 
50 cm
₹ 225

ROPE TOYS

Trixie, Germany
Rope Dumbbell

Trixie, Germany
Rope Ball with Handle

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

32811
15 cm
₹ 245

32813
ø 6 cm/23 cm
₹ 295

Made of cotton, so its soft and durable. 
Keeps the dog occupied for a long time 
while it chews on the toy. Massages the 
gums and teeth. Removes tartar and 
plaque to maintain oral hygiene. Washable 
& easy to clean.

Made from braided, colourful and very 
durable rope. The dog can keep chewing 
or roll it on the floor and be occupied. Helps 
maintain dog's oral hygiene. For dogs of all 
breeds and ages. Play with your dog or let it 
play on its own. This rope dog toy help to keep dog's teeth 

clean. Made for Cotton/Polyester. Comes 
with hand loop. 
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Dog Toys

This rope dog toy help to keep dog's teeth 
clean. Made for Cotton/Polyester. Comes 
with 2 hand loop. 

Playful dental care dumbbell toy. Made 
from pure cotton material. Gently 
massages teeth and gums during play. 
Great fun for dogs and puppies. Promotes 
dental hygiene.

Playing dental care rope tugger toy. Figure 
of 8 with plastic cross. Gently massages 
teeth & gums  during play. Great fun for 
dogs and puppies.

Chewing on ropes supports mouth hygiene 
and keeps your dog's breath fresh. Various 
nubs massage the gums and helps to clean 
teeth and interdental spaces. Intensive 
chewing also encourages salivation to keep 
your dog's teeth healthy.

Trixie, Germany
Playing Rope, Various Colours

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3273
37 cm
₹ 330

3274
54 cm
₹ 375

3272
26 cm
₹ 175

Trixie, Germany
Playing Rope with 2 Hand Loops

Trixie, Germany
Rope Dumbbell, Various Colours

Trixie, Germany
Tugger with Plastic Cross

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

35718
38 cm
₹ 350

32656
20 cm
₹ 375

3278
35 cm
₹ 375

ROPE TOYS

Playing dental care rope tugger toy. With 
plastic handle. Gently massages teeth and 
gums during play. Great fun for dogs and 
puppies. Promotes dental hygiene.

Playing dental care rope tugger toy. Gently 
massages teeth and gums during play. 
Great fun for dogs and puppies. Promotes 
dental hygiene.

Trixie, Germany
Tugger Round with Plastic Handle

Trixie, Germany
Playing Rope-Dummy with One 
Hand Loop

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3277
ø 30 cm
₹ 395

35719
ø 6 × 18 cm/30cm
₹ 425
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Comical take on super strong rope toys, 
and is made from premium cotton rope. 
Super thick natural rubber walls for extra 
durability and better bounce, and is great 
for an aggressive chewer. Durable for 
heavy chewers. Rope toys help keep your 
dog's teeth clean and healthy. Certified 
Non-toxic.

Large 4-Knot Rope is a super strong rope 
toy made with premium cotton rope. Large 
4-Knot Rope is extremely durable so they're 
perfect for heavy chewers and teething 
puppies. Made for large size dogs. Durable 
for heavy.

Twisted Chews Spring Tug is a super strong 
rope toy made with premium cotton 
rope. Spring Tug is extremely durable so 
they're perfect for heavy chewers. Made 
for medium to large size dogs. Heavy Duty 
webbing. Helps keep your dog's teeth clean 
and healthy. Certified Non-toxic

A braided, colorful and very durable rope. 
Hand loop with plastic handle. Tennis ball 
dog suitable version without glass fibers. 
Made from cotton & polyester.

Trixie, Germany
Playing Rope with Tennis Ball

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3280
ø 6 cm/50 cm
₹ 495

Petsports, USA
Braided Rope Rasta Man with 
Tennis Ball

Petsports, USA
Large Four Knot Cotton Rope

Petsports, USA
Twisted Chews Spring Tug 24"

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
BALL
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

80358
S
23 cm 
5 cm 
₹ 550

80306
24 inch (2 feet)
₹ 625

80200
24 inch (2 feet)
₹ 895

80360
M
45 cm
7 cm
₹ 725

ROPE TOYS

Petsports, USA
Twisted Chew Monster Knot Ball

Petsports, USA
Giant Five Knot Cotton Rope

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

80398
36 inch (3 feet)
₹ 1,825

80308
72 inch (6 feet)
₹ 1,275

Giant 5-Knot Rope is a super strong rope 
toy made with premium cotton rope. Giant 
5-Knot Rope is extremely durable so they're 
perfect for heavy chewers and teething 
puppies. Made for large to x-large size dogs. 
Durable for heavy chewers. Rope toys help 
keep your dog's teeth clean and healthy. 
Certified Non-toxic

Super strong rope toy made with premium 
cotton rope. Extremely durable so they're 
perfect for heavy chewers and teething 
puppies. Durable for heavy chewers. Rope 
toys help keep your dog's teeth clean and 
healthy. Certified Non-toxic.
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Dog Toys
Petsports, USA
Twisted Chews Giant Infinity Ring

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

80210
25 cm
₹ 1,875

Twisted Chews Giant Infinity Ring is a super 
strong rope toy made with premium cotton 
rope. Giant Infinity Ring is extremely durable 
so they're perfect for heavy chewers. Made 
for medium to large size dogs. Heavy Duty. 
Helps keep your dog's teeth clean and 
healthy. Certified Non-toxic.

ROPE TOYS

TIPS FOR TOYS SELECTION
Choose toys according to age and 
interest of your pets

Pick only toys which are made for dogs

Keep the play sessions with the toys short

After the play session, keep the toys away 
from the pets

Ensure the toys are of good quality, never 
buy cheap plastic toys

Try interactive toys which stimulate the 
pet’s mind

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
CONTENTS
MRP

32632
ø 7/20 cm
₹ 350

3499
4 pcs
₹ 995

Trixie, Germany
Be Nordic Playing Rope with 
Woven-in Ball

Trixie, Germany
Sun 'n' Fun Toy Set

Trixie Be Nordic Playing Rope with Woven-
in Ball. Easy to throw and retrieve. Made of 
polyester/cotton.

1 dog disc, ø 18 cm. 1 playing rope, 30 cm. 
1 dumbbell, vinyl, 16 cm. 1 tennis ball on a 
rope, ø 6 cm/37 cm (dog suitable version 
without glass fibres).
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Perfect dog chew toy - relieves stress. 
calms energetic dogs. Safe for your 
dog's teeth & gums. Made from non 
toxic materials. Lightweight and Easy 
Maintenance. Fits in the mouth easily.

Toys for dogs in the form of a rolled up 
newspaper with squeaker. Made from soft 
vinyl material. Use for your dog to read 
every day. Added squeak for even more 
fun. Fun black and white print design with 
added texture which dogs love.

Vinyl Soccer Dumbbell is a great chew toy 
for dogs. Toy squeaks when dogs bite it 
keeping them more interested in playing. 
Made from non-toxic vinyl rubber material, 
it is safe for your pets. Your dog will have a 
good time with it. 

Trixie dumbbell squeaky toy is a great 
choice for your pet dog. Made from non-
toxic vinyl rubber material, it causes no 
harm to your pet. Encourages exercise and 
play. Squeaky sound helps you to track your 
pet. Attractive in color. Fits in the mouth 
easily. Appealing design.

Made from non-toxic vinyl rubber material, 
this will surely become your pet's favourite. 
It generates sound which attracts your pet. 
It can also be helpful for daily exercises. 
Washable in normal water with mild soap. 
Dry it properly before using.

Ideal for retrieving and active movement of 
your dog. It is made of vinyl and its plastic 
protrusions help the massage of the gum. 
Squeaky sound keeps dogs interested 
as well as allows you to grab your dog's 
attention.

VINYL TOYS

Trixie, Germany
Soccer Dumbbell

Trixie, Germany
Sausages on a Rope

Trixie, Germany
Doggy New Newspaper

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3359
14 cm
₹ 225

3242
11 cm
₹ 150

3468
18 cm
₹ 295

Trixie, Germany
Football Vinyl

Trixie, Germany
Dumbbell Vinyl

Trixie, Germany
Hedgehog Vinyl

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3435
S-M
ø 6 cm
₹ 175

3361
S
15 cm
₹ 225

3413
S-M
7 cm
₹ 175

3436
L
ø 10 cm
₹ 275

3362
M
19 cm
₹ 275

3363
L
25 cm
₹ 450

3415
L
10 cm
₹ 275
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Trixie Snack Toys are made from vinyl. Safe 
for dog's teeth and gums. Keeps bored 
dogs busy. Toys make sounds which alerts 
you where your pet is and keeps dog's 
interested.

Trixie, Germany
Sausage Snack-Toy

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3465
14 cm
₹ 150

Trixie, Germany
Salami la Flute Snack Toy

Trixie, Germany
Carrot Snack Toy

Trixie, Germany
Moonlight Hedgehog Ball

Trixie, Germany
Moonlight Dumbbell

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3463
19 cm
₹ 275

3398
20 cm
₹ 330

34091
ø 10 cm
₹ 330

34092
18 cm
₹ 330

Trixie Snack Toys are made from vinyl. Safe 
for dog's teeth and gums. Keeps bored 
dogs busy. Toys make sounds which alerts 
you where your pet is and keeps dog's 
interested.

Trixie Snack Toys are made from vinyl. Safe 
for dog's teeth and gums. Keeps bored 
dogs busy. Toys make sounds which alerts 
you where your pet is and keeps dog's 
interested.

Moonlight Ball & Dumbbell are great chew 
toys for dogs. Keeps them out of boredom 
and stops them chewing on furniture. Made 
from vinyl and is phosphorescent. Squeaky 
sound keeps dogs interested and alerts you 
of their location.

Moonlight Ball & Dumbbell are great chew 
toys for dogs. Keeps them out of boredom 
and stops them chewing on furniture. Made 
from vinyl and is phosphorescent. Squeaky 
sound keeps dogs interested and alerts you 
of their location.

VINYL TOYS
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Plush canvas ensures safety & Makes 
attractive sounds to catch your pet dog 
attention. It is a complete independent play 
toy. A toy dedicated to dogs of all ages. A 
great toy for your dog, happy to play with a 
toy. Gives countless hour of fun & is best as 
a fetch toy for your pet.

Designed to provide hours of fun and 
exercise for puppies and adult dogs. 
Squeaker added for stimulation. Keeps pets 
occupied and eliminates boredom. One 
squeaky squeeze and everyone will come.

Designed to provide hours of fun and 
exercise for puppies and adult dogs. 
Squeaker added for stimulation. Keeps pets 
occupied and eliminates boredom. One 
squeaky squeeze and everyone will come.

Soft, cuddly, tough and robust dog toy. 
Made of latex material with sound. Polyester 
fleece filling. Carries an added squeak for 
more fun. Promoting healthy teeth and 
gums.

It is a complete independent play toy. A toy 
dedicated to dogs of all ages. Plush latex 
ensures safety Gives countless hour of fun 
& is best as a fetch toy for your pet. Makes 
attractive sounds to catch your pet dog 
attention.

For particularly active dogs. Made from 
latex. With Sound to keep dogs interested.

LATEX TOYS

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

3504
ø 6 cm
₹ 225

35611
10 cm
₹ 295

35612
ø 8 cm
₹ 295

34483
11 cm
₹ 395

Trixie, Germany
Assortment of Animal Faces Toy 
Balls

Trixie, Germany
Junior Mini Dumbbell

Trixie, Germany
Junior Mini Ring

Trixie, Germany
Rugby Ball

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

34485
18 cm
₹ 425

34484
18 cm
₹ 425

Trixie, Germany
Dumbbell Duck

Trixie, Germany
Dumpbell Frog
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Polyester fleece filling. Various colours. 
Makes the Noise of a pig when squeeze. 
Latex dog toy. Colour sent as random, any 
one out of two. 

Latex allows it to be folded and twisted to 
be played with. Polyester fleece filling. A 
durable toy for the longer run. Makes the 
Noise of a pig when squeeze. Latex dog toy 
are much safer and longer lasting than 
vinyl toys for dogs.

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

35491
21 cm
₹ 695

35497
18 cm
₹ 695

Trixie, Germany
Pig, Original Animal Sound

Trixie, Germany
Wild Boar, Original Animal Sound

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

35495
48 cm
₹ 1,175

Trixie, Germany
Hen, Original Animal Sound

Tough rubber toys allow your dogs to chew 
and gnaw. Can also be used for throwing 
and retrieving which burns far more energy 
than a walk. Cute animal toy, animal motif 
with sound. Made from latex.

Highly entertaining toy for your dog. Toy is 
made out of latex so your dog will not be 
able to tear it easily. Durable toy for the 
longer run. Latex allows it to be folded and 
twisted to be played with. Latex toys are 
much safer and longer lasting than vinyl 
toys for dogs.

Your dogs will love playing with this toy 
which comes in different assorted forms. 
They are very safe for pets and can be 
washed at any point of time. Washable in 
normal water with mild soap. Dry is properly 
before using. Set of 4 toys.

Your dogs will love playing with this toy 
which comes in different assorted forms. 
They are very safe for pets and can be 
washed at any point of time. Washable in 
normal water with mild soap. Dry is properly 
before using. Set of 4 toys.

Trixie, Germany
Duck Latex

Trixie, Germany
Animals Assortment Latex

Trixie, Germany
Assortment Baby Zoo Latex

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

35093
14 cm
₹ 195

3513
11 cm
₹ 250

3570
9 cm
₹ 275

LATEX TOYS
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Does not harm the health of your pets as 
it chews it. Reliable and lasting Product. 
Squeaky Toy is fun and engaging. A must 
for your growing pet as he engages himself 
while you are busy. Latex rubber product 
and is very safe as your pet makes oral 
contact.

Latex sport ball with sound and Assorted 
Colors. Dog toys have something to offer for 
each style of play. Various motifs.

Your dogs will love playing with this toy 
which comes in different assorted forms. 
They are very safe for pets and can be 
washed at any point of time. Washable in 
normal water with mild soap. Dry is properly 
before using. Set of 4 toys.

Made of latex. Has a pipe that will 
encourage the dog to play. Latex toys are 
safe for dogs. Assorted Colors. Set of four 
toys.

Trixie, Germany
Sport Ball with Motifs, Latex

Trixie, Germany
Duck Latex Various Colours

Trixie, Germany
Assortment Longies 

Trixie, Germany
Longies Latex Various Figures

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

3527
ø 7 cm
₹ 375

35171
8 cm
₹ 295

3503
18 cm
₹ 375

3502
30 cm
₹ 390

LATEX TOYS

Highly entertaining toy for your dog. Toy is 
made out of latex so your dog will not be 
able to tear it easily. Durable toy for the 
longer run. Latex allows it to be folded and 
twisted to be played with. Latex toys are 
much safer and longer lasting than vinyl 
toys for dogs.

Smiley toy filled with polyester fleece. 
Varying facial expressions gives more fun 
to your pet. Generates squeezing sound. 
Teether massages the gums of your pet 
while playing. Suitable for puppies also.

Trixie, Germany
Smiley Balls Latex

Trixie, Germany
Duck Latex White

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

35265
10 cm
₹ 275

35176
13 cm
₹ 345
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Made of latex. With sound for dog 
engagements. Polyester fleece filling. Dog 
toys with various motifs. Shape is dumbbell.

Made up of sturdy material. Made of 
latex. Attractive in color. Light-weight. 
Comfortable and durable. Can be given to 
all pets from medium to giant breed dogs. 
You can use this as a fetch toy as well. 
Just throw it to your dog and he or she will 
retrieve it for you. 

Trixie, Germany
Smiley Dumbbell with Motifs

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

35251
19 cm
₹ 395

Trixie, Germany
Chicken Latex

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3536
23 cm
₹ 395

Trixie, Germany
Rat or Mouse Latex 

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

35232
22 cm
₹ 495

Trixie, Germany
Sucking Pig Latex

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3537
23 cm
₹ 475

Trixie, Germany
Duck Latex with Original Animal 
Sound 

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

35474
20 cm
₹ 475

Trixie, Germany
Bird Latex

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

35182
20 cm
₹ 475

Attractive in color. Light-weight. Fits in 
the mouth easily. Easy maintenance. The 
pig toy is made out of latex and squeaks 
whenever your dog plays with it. He or 
she can play with this for countless hours 
without tearing it apart. This is completely 
safe for all your pets.

Made up of sturdy material. Comfortable 
and durable. Sounds like a real bird. Easy 
maintenance, Fits in the mouth easily. 
Assorted Colors.

Easy maintenance, Fits in the mouth easily. 
Made up of sturdy material. Comfortable 
and durable. Sounds like a real duck. 
Assorted Colors.

Cute rat or mouse tire tracks latex toy for 
dogs. Makes sound on squeezing. Non-toxic 
durable dog toy. Provide lots of fun to your 
dog. Perfect toy for dogs of all sizes. Perfect 
toy which provides lots of fun to your dog.

LATEX TOYS
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Trixie, Germany
Crocodile Latex

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3529
33 cm
₹ 750

Cute animal toy, animal motif. With 
sound. Can also be used for throwing and 
retrieving which burns far more energy 
than a walk. Made from latex. Good value. 
High quality design. Allow your dogs to 
chew and gnaw.

Soft and cuddly or tough and robust. Dog 
toys have something to offer for each style 
of play. Made of latex material. Polyester 
fleece filling.

Squeaks when your dog plays with it 
keeping them playful and entertain. Made 
with high quality latex. Totally safe for 
your pets. Squeaking noise makes it an 
interactive expereince. Great Squeaky toy 
for playing, chewing and tugging.

Trixie, Germany
Hippo Latex Original Animal 
Sound

Trixie, Germany
Cow Latex Original Animal Sound

Trixie, Germany
Caterpillar Latex with Motifs

Trixie, Germany
Duck Latex with Animal Sound

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

35472
17 cm
₹ 750

35196
19 cm
₹ 850

35330
26 cm
₹ 1,050

35492
30 cm
₹ 1,075

Dog toy is made out of latex so its durable 
toy for the longer run. Because of sound 
its an highly entertaining toy for your dog. 
Polyester fleece filling. Various motifs.

Latex duck toy from Trixie which makes the 
sound of a duck's quack when pressed .This 
keeps the dog interested in playing with 
it. The latex material is also durable and 
allows the dog to chew on it without getting 
damaged.

LATEX TOYS

Trixie, Germany
Starfish Latex

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3516
ø 23 cm
₹ 675

A tough and robust dog toy with sound. 
Starfish with squeaker. Offers everything 
for all types of play. Also for puppies. With 
polyester fleece filling. Made with latex 
material.
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Trixie, Germany
Denta Fun Ball, Mint Flavour

Trixie, Germany
Cooling Bone

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3289
ø 7cm
₹ 375

33690
11 cm
₹ 525

Good value and high quality design. Made 
from natural rubber. Mint flavour. Massages 
the gums. 

Natural rubber. Absorbs water. Water leaks 
out through little holes when chewed. To 
make it extra refreshing simply freeze 
dumbbell.

Throw it up high or far out and let your dog 
go and fetch. A good way to imrpove your 
dog's coordination. With foam rubber ball. 
Long throws with minimal power. No more 
soiled hands. 

Natural rubber ball for dogs. Very safe and 
non-toxic. Does not harm dog's health. 

Play fetch or let your dog kick it around. 
The sound from the ball will keep the dog 
curious and play with it even more. Made 
with natural rubber. Does not harm dog's 
healthy.

A set of 12 tennis balls specially for dogs. 
Make every play session an interactive one 
with your dog. Without glass fiber or gas 
filling. In display.

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

34845
ø 7 cm
₹ 275

3476
ø 10 cm
₹ 395 per piece

3302
ø 7 cm
₹ 450

3246
ø 5.5/50 cm
₹ 395

Trixie, Germany
Sport Ball

Trixie, Germany
12 Tennis Balls, Set of 12 pcs

Trixie, Germany
Ball without Sound, Various Colors

Trixie, Germany
Ball Catapult with Ball
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Your dog can now play while trying to keep 
his mouth clean. Rope ball helps reduce 
build up of tartar & plaque as the dog 
chews & gnaws on it. Comes with hand loop 
so you too can play with your dog.

2 balls per pack. Mint scented. Non-abrasive 
polyester felt - won’t wear down teeth. 
Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast. A great cure 
for boredom and aggressive chewers.

2 balls per pack. Peanut Butter scented. 
Non-abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear 
down teeth. Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast. 
A great cure for boredom and aggressive 
chewers.

A dog loves a good bone to play with. Helps 
in curbing dog's tendency to chew on 
furniture. Completely safe for dogs.

With attractive sounds to catch your pet 
dog attention. A great toy for your dog. 
Gives countless hours of fun & is best 
as a fetch toy for your pet. Complete 
independent play toy. A toy dedicated to 
dogs of all ages. Various colours.

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

34848
M
11 cm
₹ 475

34849
L
18 cm
₹ 875

34961
ø 5/40 cm
₹ 320

34962
ø 11/40 cm
₹ 425

Trixie, Germany
Rustling Bone

Trixie, Germany
Ball with Phosphorescent Rope

Trixie, Germany
Bone with Phosphorescent Rope

Petsport, USA
Jr. Mint Tuff Balls, 2PK

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70013
ø 1.8"
₹ 275

Bounce Flavored

Petsport, USA
Jr. Peanut Butter Tuff Balls, 2PK

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70018
ø 1.8"
₹ 275

Bounce Flavored

High frequency sound scarcely audible to 
humans. Bumps cause it to jump irregularly. 
Natural rubber.

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

34852
ø 8 cm
₹ 550

Trixie, Germany
Ball with Ultrasonic Squeaker
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A great cure for boredom and aggressive 
chewers. 2 balls per pack. Mint scented. 
Non-abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear 
down teeth. Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Petsport, USA
Mint Tuff Balls, 2PK

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70012
ø 2.5"
₹ 330

Bounce Flavored

Petsport, USA
Peanut Butter Tuff Balls, 2PK

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70017
ø 2.5"
₹ 330

Bounce Flavored

Petsport, USA
Pink Tuff Balls, 2PK

Petsport, USA
Tuff Blue Balls, 2PK

Petsport, USA
Tuff Balls, 2PK

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70010
ø 2.5"
₹ 330

70011
ø 2.5"
₹ 330

70016
ø 1.8"
₹ 275

70015
ø 2.5"
₹ 330

Bounce Bounce

Bounce

Petsport, USA
Tuff Ball Turbo Bounce, 2PK

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70365
ø 2.5"
₹ 330

Tuff Balls have extra-thick natural rubber 
walls which give added durability and 
bounce. 2 balls per pack. Peanut Butter 
scented. Non-abrasive polyester felt - won’t 
wear down teeth. Certified Non-toxic. 
Colorfast.

Tuff Balls, the original tennis ball for dogs, 
now comes in Blue!! 2 balls per pack. Non-
abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear down 
teeth. Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Made with a solid core of expanded foam 
rubber. More durable than a standard 
tennis ball, and gets an even bigger 
bounce. Solid rubber core. 2-Pack. Non-
abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear down 
teeth. Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast. 

Tuff Balls have extra-thick natural rubber 
walls which give added durability and 
bounce. A great cure for boredom and 
aggressive chewers. 2 balls per pack. Non-
abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear down 
teeth. Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Tuff Balls, the original tennis ball for dogs, 
now comes in Pink! 2 balls per pack. Non-
abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear down 
teeth. Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

NATURAL RUBBER TOYS
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CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3454
Ø 6 cm / 30 cm
₹ 330

Trixie, Germany
Ball on a Rope Natural Rubber

Outward Hound, USA
Mini Bone Tug

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

PS-243
6"x1.75"x0.5" 
₹ 330

Great to
Toss 

OR Tug

Petsport, USA
Mini Tug Max

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70005
ø 1.8"/ 7"
₹ 425

Floats
Tug

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70248
ø 1.8"
₹ 425

Fetch

Petsport, USA
Jr. Tuff Ball Squeak, 3PK Mesh

Petsport, USA
4” Giant Tuff Ball, 1PK

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70014
10 cm
₹ 425

Bounce

Made with durable TPR product. Made for 
small size dogs. Stuff it with treats as a 
feeder. The Turbo Kick Soccer Ball is the 
best cure for a bored pet that loves to play, 
like puppies or even seniors who act like a 
puppy.

Tuff Balls have extra-thick natural rubber 
walls which give added durability and 
bounce. A great cure for boredom and 
aggressive chewers. Squeaker inside. 
3-Pack. Non-abrasive polyester felt - won’t 
wear down teeth. Certified Non-toxic. 
Colorfast.

Tuff Balls have extra-thick natural rubber 
walls which give added durability and 
bounce. A great cure for boredom and 
aggressive chewers. Non-abrasive 
polyester felt - won’t wear down teeth. 
Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Natural rubber with hand loop. Safe for your 
pet. Made up of sturdy material. Great as a 
throwing toy. Can also be used for fetching 
games.

Perfect tug toy for small breeds! Three 
rubber bones link together to create a 
fun floppy toy. Made of non-toxic, durable 
rubber with nubs to help clean plaque and 
tartar off teeth. Made of non-toxic, durable 
rubber. Fun floppy feel that dogs love. Nubs 
on links add interest.

NATURAL RUBBER TOYS

Petsport, USA
Turbo Kick Soccer Ball

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

40029
ø 2.5"
₹ 330

Super
Durable

Made with durable TPR product. Made for 
small size dogs. Stuff it with treats as a 
feeder. The Turbo Kick Soccer Ball is the 
best cure for a bored pet that loves to play, 
like puppies or even seniors who act like a 
puppy.
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CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70301
10 cm
₹ 475

Fetch

Petsport, USA
4" Giant Tuff Ball Squeak, 1PK

Trixie, Germany
Natural Rubber Bouncy Ball

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

34862
ø 7cm
₹ 475

Trixie, Germany
Sporting Wavy Ball on a Rope

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

32824
ø 7cm/22cm
₹ 495

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70268
ø 2.5"
₹ 475

Fetch

Petsport, USA
Tuff Balls Squeak, 3PK Mesh

Squeaker inside. 3-Pack. Non-abrasive 
polyester felt - won’t wear down teeth. 
Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast. Tuff Balls have 
extra-thick natural rubber walls which give 
added durability and bounce. A great cure 
for boredom and aggressive chewers.

Tuff Balls, the original tennis ball for dogs, 
now comes with a Squeaker! A great cure 
for boredom and aggressive chewers. Non-
abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear down 
teeth. Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Great toy for your pet dog. Made of soft 
natural rubber. With squeaky sound. Brightly 
coloured. Appropriate paw print pattern.

Great for restless pooches. Make them tug 
and pull the toy. Natural rubber & polyester. 
Very robust. Knob at end of rope for secure. 
Painless hold even if pulled with strong 
force.

NATURAL RUBBER TOYS

Petsport, USA
Tug Max

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70001
ø 2.5"/9"
₹ 550

Tug

Petsport, USA
Turbo Kick Soccer Ball

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

40028
10 cm
₹ 550

Super
Durable

Super strong tug toy made with two Tuff 
Balls, connected by a core of heavy duty 
braided rope. Super thick natural rubber 
walls for extra durability. For medium to 
large size dogs. Non-abrasive polyester 
felt - won’t wear down teeth. Certified Non-
toxic. Assorted colors.

Very durable TPR product. For medium size 
dogs. Stuff it with treats as a feeder. Best 
cure for a bored pet that loves to play, 
like puppies or even seniors who act like a 
puppy. Assorted Colors. Serves as a Feeder. 
Indoor/ Outdoor. Certified Non-toxic.
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Trixie, Germany
Snack Roll Interactive Toy

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

32020
ø 6 cm / 14 cm
₹ 550

LEVEL

1

Trixie, Germany
Natural Rubber Ball

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

34842
ø 9 cm
₹ 575

Trixie, Germany
Sporting Fun-MOT Toy

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

32825
9 cm / 22 cm
₹ 595

Natural rubber. Can be filled with treats. 
Long time amusement due to integrated 
labyrinth. Ball ensures extra entertainment: 
rolls quietly and bounces.

"Natural rubber & polyester. Motivational 
toy. For fast and active games. Knob at end 
of rope for secure and painless hold even if 
pulled with strong force. For throwing and 
tug-of-war games.

For beginning canine players. Comes 
in assorted colors. Includes snack roll & 
screw-on cap & 3 removable rods. Fill with 
small, hard treats and watch your pet play. 
Treats released as dog nudges and pushes 
toy. Mix and match use of 3 rods to vary 
how quickly treats are released.

NATURAL RUBBER TOYS

Petsport, USA
Giant Tuff Ball Tug 20" Rope with 
4" Ball

Petsport, USA
Tuff Ball Tug 14" Rope with 2.5" Ball

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70155
ø 10 cm/50 cm
₹ 625

70153
ø 6 cm/36 cm
₹ 395

Bounce Tug

Trixie, Germany
Sporting Fun-MOT Long Natural 
Rubber Toy

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

32826
20 cm / 44 cm
₹ 625

Super
Durable Super

DurableTug

Made with our Twisted Chews premium 
cotton rope & a 2.5" Tuff Ball. Super thick 
natural rubber walls for extra durability 
and better bounce, and is great for an 
aggressive chewer. Made for small to 
medium size dogs. Heavy duty webbing. 
Non-abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear 
down teeth. Certified Non-toxic.

 Made with our Twisted Chews premium 
cotton rope and a 4" Tuff Ball. Super thick 
natural rubber walls for extra durability 
and better bounce, and is great for an 
aggressive chewer. Made for medium to 
large size dogs. Heavy duty webbing. Non-
abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear down 
teeth. Certified Non-toxic.

Natural rubber/polyester. Motivational toy. 
For bodily games. Knob at end of rope for 
secure and painless hold even if pulled with 
strong force. For tug-of-war games.
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Petsport, USA
Quadra-Play

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

40010
Regular
13 cm
₹ 645

40015
Large
18 cm
₹ 1,195

Petsport, USA
Flea Flicker Football

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

40025
25 cm
₹ 695

Super
Durable Bounce

Trixie, Germany
Sporting Jumper on a Rope

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

32827
7 cm / 25 cm
₹ 695

Best cure for a bored pet that loves to play, 
like puppies or even seniors who act like a 
puppy. Great for Fetch & Retrieve. Serves 
as a Feeder. Indoor / Outdoor. Certified 
Non-toxic.

The Flea Flicker Football is the best cure for 
a bored pet that loves to play, like puppies 
or even seniors who act like a puppy. Great 
for Fetch & Retrieve. Serves as a Feeder. 
Indoor / Outdoor. Certified Non-toxic. 

Especially for the game of throwing and 
fetching. Made of natural rubber. Comes 
with a hand loop. Provide lots of fun for your 
dog. Perfect for dogs of all sizes.

Petsport, USA
6" Mega Tuff Ball, 1PK

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

70150
ø 15 cm
₹ 950

Bounce

Trixie, Germany
Tugger Natural Rubber Toy

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

33495
14 cm
₹ 975

The original tennis ball for dogs, now comes 
in a Mega size! 6 inches in diameter. Non-
abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear down 
teeth. Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Great tugger toy for dogs. Made from 100 
percent natural rubber. Very tough and 
very well made. Made using chew safe 
products. A great toy for endless hours of 
fun for your pet dog.

Made from very durable TPR product. For 
medium to large size dogs. Stuff it with 
treats as a feeder. The Kingpin Kibbler is the 
best cure for a bored pet that loves to play. 
Assorted Colors. Serves as a Feeder. Indoor 
/ Outdoor. Certified Non-toxic. 

Petsport, USA
Kingpin Kibbler, Assorted

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

40021
ø 15 cm
₹ 1,095

Super
DurableBounce
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Natural rubber. Can be filled with treats. Long time amusement due 
to integrated labyrinth. Ball ensures extra entertainment: rolls quietly 
and bounces.

Mojo Friends is a very durable TPR product made for large size dogs. 
Stuff it with treats as a feeder. For a bored pet that loves to play, 
like puppies or even seniors who act like a puppy. Assorted Colors. 
Serves as a Feeder. Indoor / Outdoor. Certified Non-toxic.

Trixie, Germany
Snack Ball Interactive Toy

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSION
MRP

34942
M
ø 9 cm
₹ 775

34943
L
ø 11 cm
₹ 1,275

34941
S
ø 7 cm
₹ 525

LEVEL

2

Petsport, USA
Mojo Friends Assorted

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

40066
Small
6 cm
₹ 350

40067
Medium
9 cm
₹ 645

40070
Large
12 cm
₹ 1,045

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

32822
ø 7/22 cm
₹ 725

32823
ø 11/30 cm
₹ 1,195

Trixie, Germany
Sporting Ball on a Strap

It's bumps cause it to jump irregularly. Sporting ball with strap without loop & is perfect for 
training your pet and giving directions. A great toy for your dog. Gives countless hour of fun & is 
best as a fetch toy for your pet. It is a complete independent play toy. For dogs of all ages.
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Outward Hound, USA
ORKA Bone Mini

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

PS-221
11 cm
₹ 375

Petsport, USA
Gorilla Spiky Bone

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

40050
Regular
16 cm
₹ 445

Has multiple textures to massage gums 
and keep your pup's interest. The flat bone 
shape helps exercise jaw muscles while 
streamers help remove soft tartar. Your 
pup will spend hours chewing away at this 
fun toy! 

Natural playing fun thanks to flapping 
movements similar to prey. Thermoplastic 
rubber (TPR). Extremely stretchy while very 
tear-resistant.

Licking calms your pet and provides quiet 
periods. Low intake of snacks in long, 
drawn-out period of activity. Can be coated 
e.g. with pastes, wet feed or dairy products. 
Fill with snacks and freeze for a fresh 
surprise. Thermoplastic rubber (TPR), plastic. 
Rim holds back liquids. Non-slip corners.

Thermoplastic rubber (TPR). Can be used 
with or without sound due to retractable 
sound emitter. Robust and durable. With 
hand loop.

Gorilla Spiky Bone is a super strong TPR 
toy made for samll to medium sized dogs. 
The Gorilla Spiky Bone is the best cure for a 
bored pet that loves to play, like puppies or 
even seniors who act like a puppy.

Thermoplastic rubber (TPR). Robust and 
durable. Will light up for approx. 50 hours. 
With switch. Is activated by bouncing off 
the floor.

40052
Large
20 cm
₹ 645

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

33643
ø 7.5 cm
₹ 550

32910
17 cm
₹ 725

Trixie, Germany
Flashing Ball Various

Trixie, Germany
Bungee Boomerang Triplex

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
COLOUR
DIMENSION
MRP

34952
20 × 20 cm
₹ 795

33550
Orange/Blue
12 cm / 27 cm
₹ 995

Trixie, Germany
Lick’n’Snack Platter

Trixie, Germany
Push to Mute Rugby Ball
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Trixie, Germany
Hedgehog Balls Foam Rubber

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

3461
ø 7 cm
₹ 295

Petsport, USA
Gorilla Ball Medium 

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

40043
Ø 7 cm
₹ 295

Floats

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

33657
Ø 5.5 cm / 23 cm
₹ 550

Trixie, Germany
Ball on a Rope

Outward Hound, USA
ORKA Petite Pair Chew, Pine Cone 
& Bone

CODE
PINE CONE
BONE
MRP

PS-234
9 cm
13 cm 
₹ 550

bounces
it

& floats

Made of non-toxic thermoplastic rubber. 
Attractive in color and durable. Safe even 
when chewed. Made up of sturdy material. 
Appealing design.

The toy is very resilient. Toy is with sound 
and is kind to teeth and jaws. Made from 
Thermoplastic rubber and very durable. Its 
suitable for indoor & outdoor games as well. 
Knob at end of rope for secure and painless 
hold even if pulled with strong force. 
Assorted colors.

Tough toys for tiny mouths! Multiple 
textures massage gums, while canvas 
streamers add fun and interest. Durable 
material for dogs that love to chew. Multiple 
textures massage gums. Canvas streamers 
for added fun and interest.

Gorilla Ball is a very durable TPR product 
made for small size dogs. The Turbo Kick 
Soccer Ball is the best cure for a bored 
pet that loves to play, like puppies or even 
seniors who act like a puppy. Assorted 
Colors. Durable. Indoor / Outdoor. Certified 
Non-toxic.

TPR TOYS

Thermoplastic rubber (TPR). Can be used 
with or without sound due to retractable 
sound emitter. Robust and durable. With 
hand loop.

CODE
COLOUR
DIMENSION
MRP

33551
Orange/Blue
Ø 7 cm / 22 cm
₹ 995

Trixie, Germany
Push To Mute Ball For Dogs

Made from foam rubber. Lightweight and 
they float! Attractive prints in bright colours 
make them easy to spot. Planning a day out 
with Fido or one by the pool? Make sure you 
don’t forget these!

Trixie, Germany
Neon Balls Foam Rubber

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

3443
ø 6 cm
₹ 190
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Trixie, Germany
Stick Thermoplatic Rubber

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

33653
18 cm
₹ 595

Made from thermoplastic rubber (TPR). With 
sound and is kind to teeth and jaws. Very 
durable. Suitable for games indoors as well 
as outdoor. Can cope with the wildest of 
games. Assorted colors.

Perfect shape to chew, carry, and chase. 
Solid construction for added durability. 
Helps exercise jaw muscles. Multiple 
textures massage gums and keep interest. 
“Chewy” feel is fun for all dogs.

Made of durable Orka material. Specially 
designed to stand up to tough chewing. 
Interesting textures massage gums while 
ropes remove plaque and tartar. Fun shape 
can be carried and tossed!

Fun to shake, chew, and tug. Solid 
construction in rings adds durability. 
Multiple textures and “chewy” feel help keep 
dog’s interest. Fun floppy feel that dogs 
love. Tough rope ring helps remove soft 
tartar as dog chews.

Outward Hound, USA
ORKA Stick

Outward Hound, USA
ORKA Bone

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

PS-220
30 cm
₹ 650

PS-230
18 cm
₹ 650

Outward Hound, USA
ORKA Triple Dental Links

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

PS-239
23 cm
₹ 725

RUGGED
WITH
ROPE

CODE
CONTENTS 
MRP

PS-237
11 cm
₹ 850

Outward Hound, USA
Chew Starter Dental Toys, 
Pack of 3

Trixie, Germany
Snack Snake

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

34949
42 cm
₹ 875

Provides your small dog with a variety 
of fun, interesting toys that will improve 
their dental health! Includes one Mini Orka 
Pinecone, one Mini Cool Chew, and one Mini 
Dental Rope. Stands up to tough chewing. 
Textures massage gums during chew. 
Canvas streamers help clean teeth.

Simple but ingenious. Long slit in the "belly" 
ideal for stuffing your dog's favourite 
snacks. Whatever takes their fancy. In 
addition, the head comes complete with 
a squeak to keep dogs interested after the 
treats are gone.

TPR TOYS
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Trixie, Germany
Sporting Dog Disc

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

32852
ø 23 cm
₹ 1,125

TPR TOYS

Thermoplastic rubber (TPR). Very robust. 
It is a good interactive toy. Durable and 
floatable toy. Low risk of injury.

Durable one piece construction adds 
strength. Thick rim stands up to tough 
chewing. Stuff with your dog’s favorite 
treats or kibble. Flexible rubber bounces for 
extra fun. Buoyant material makes this a 
great water toy.

Outward Hound, USA
Orka Tire Chew Toy

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

PS-233
ø 15 cm
₹ 1,200

Made of durable thermoplastic rubber. 
It's easy for the dog to grip and can even 
be used in water! Made of good quality 
durable material. Waterproof construction. 
Easy grip design. Easy to throw handles. 
Easy for dogs to pick up.

A great passtime chew toy for dogs. Made 
from Styrenic block copolymers (TPS). 
Extremely robust.

Trixie, Germany
Sporting Ball Yellow

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

32840
ø 6 cm
₹ 595

32841
ø 8 cm
₹ 950

Trixie, Germany
Sporting Stick Yellow

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

32844
15 cm
₹ 775

32845
22 cm
₹ 1,125

Outward Hound, USA
ORKA Flyer 

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

PS-231
ø 21 cm
₹ 925

Make to the park with this fun, flying toy! 
Orka material is tough in performance, but 
easy on dog’s mouth. Thick rim for added 
durability. Easy to grip and toss. Great 
shape for hours of fetch.

Trixie, Germany
Sporting Ring

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

32853
21 cm
₹ 950

Very nice rubber ring for dogs to play. 
Made from natural rubber of highest 
quality. Made using chew safe products. 
Will encourage play and exercise. It can be 
used in water without problem because 
they float.
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CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
COLOUR
MRP

30097
Small
ø 6 cm
Orange
₹ 375

30100
Medium
ø 7 cm
Orange
₹ 525

OH-30103
Large
ø 8 cm
Orange
₹ 950

30098
Small
ø 6 cm
Green
₹ 375

30101
Medium
ø 7 cm
Green
₹ 525

30104
Large
ø 8 cm
Green
₹ 950

30099
Small
ø 6 cm
Purple
₹ 375

OH-30102
Medium
ø 7 cm
Purple
₹ 525

30105
Large
ø 8 cm
Purple
₹ 950

Floats

STRONGER
65%

Outward Hound, USA
Bionic Opaque Ball

CODE
SIZE
DIMENSIONS
COLOUR
MRP

30088
Small
12 cm 
Orange
₹ 415

30091
Medium
15 cm 
Orange
₹ 795

30094
Large
17 cm 
Orange
₹ 1,350

30089
Small
12 cm
Green
₹ 415

30092
Medium
15 cm
Green
₹ 795

30095
Large
17 cm
Green
₹ 1,350

30090
Small
12 cm
Purple
₹ 415

30093
Medium
15 cm
Purple
₹ 795

30096
Large
17 cm
Purple
₹ 1,350

Floats

STRONGER
65%

Outward Hound, USA
Bionic Opaque Bone

Strong durable dog ball that 
stands up to hours of tough 
play and fetching fun. Also 
floats in water, and it even 
holds treats. No lead, BPA and 
phthalates. great for engaging 
your dog during chew time, is 
fun for a game of fetch in the 
park, and is perfect for pool 
time as it is made to float! 
Dishwasher safe.

Strong and sturdy shape 
of this Bionic Bone satisfies 
your dog's desire to chew 
and stimulates their senses 
with thick ridges on all major 
chew points of this bone. No 
lead, BPA and phthalates. 2 
pockets perfect for hiding 
your pup’s favorite treats. 
Diswahser safe.

High quality chew toy 
for dogs. Styrenic block 
copolymers (TPS). Extremely 
robust. Floatable.

Trixie, Germany
Sporting Jumper Yellow

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

32842
ø 9 cm
₹ 875

32843
ø 11 cm
₹ 1,225
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Dog ToysPLUSH TOYS

Super
Durable

Super
Durable

Petsport, USA
Six-Packers Ape

Trixie, Germany
Dog Ball

Trixie, Germany
Rugby Ball for Dogs

Trixie, Germany
Toy Dog

Trixie, Germany
Turtle Dog Toy

Petsport, USA
Six-Packers Bull

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

20635
30 cm
₹ 995

35728
11 cm
₹ 525

35729
20 cm
₹ 625

36084
30 cm
₹ 795

36085
32 cm
₹ 795

20637
30 cm
₹ 995

Best cure for a bored pet that loves to play, 
like puppies or even seniors who act like 
a puppy. Durable, but super soft dog toy 
made for medium to large dogs. Durable & 
Super Soft. Squeaker inside. Certified Non-
toxic. Colorfast.

Made with polyurethane and Polyester. 
Makes sounds which attacts dogs.

Made with polyurethane and Polyester. 
Makes sounds which attacts dogs.

Made with polyester. A fun toy for your dog 
which he won't let go.

Made with polyester. A fun toy for your dog 
which he won't let go.

Best cure for a bored pet that loves to play, 
like puppies or even seniors who act like 
a puppy. Durable, but super soft dog toy 
made for medium to large dogs. Durable & 
Super Soft. Squeaker inside. Certified Non-
toxic. Colorfast.
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Dog Toys

Super
Durable

Petsport, USA
Six-Packers Wolf

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

20639
30 cm
₹ 995

CODE
DIMENSION
MRP

3612
16 cm
₹ 350

Trixie, Germany
Animal Figures with Tennis Ball & 
Rope

Petsport, USA
Tiny Tots Tiny Teddy Plush 
Assorted

Petsport, USA
Tiny Tots Barn Buddies Plush 
Assorted

CODE
DIMENSIONS
COLOUR
MRP

CODE
COLOR
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20460
10 cm
Various
₹ 375

20450
Various
10 cm
₹ 375

Plush toys act as prey for your dog's natural 
hunting instinct. enhances your dog 
predatory instinct in a disciplined way. For 
dogs of all ages.

Tiny Tots Tiny Teddy Assorted is a durable, 
but super soft dog toy made for small dogs. 
Tiny Teddy is the best cure for a bored 
pet that loves to play. Durable & Super 
Soft. Squeaker inside. Certified Non-toxic. 
Colorfast.

Tiny Tots Barn Buddies Assorted is a 
durable, but super soft dog toy made for 
small dogs. Durable & Super Soft. Squeaker 
inside. Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Best cure for a bored pet that loves to play, 
like puppies or even seniors who act like 
a puppy. Durable, but super soft dog toy 
made for medium to large dogs. Durable & 
Super Soft. Squeaker inside. Certified Non-
toxic. Colorfast.

PLUSH TOYS

Petsport, USA
Tiny Tots Nuzzle Buddies Plush 
Assorted

CODE
COLOR
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20455
Various
10 cm
₹ 375

Trixie, Germany
Toy Figures with Rope Plush

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

3582
17 cm
₹ 450

Tiny Tots Nuzzle Buddies Assorted is a 
durable, but super soft dog toy made for 
small dogs. Durable & Super Soft. Squeaker 
inside. Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Great passtime toy for dogs. keeps them 
from being bored. Cute animal toy, animal 
motif. With sound. Plush toy, soft.
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Dog Toys
Petsport, USA
Tuff Squeaks Unstuffed Goose 
Original Sound

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20550
40 cm
₹ 650

Super
Durable

Double
Stitched

--------

Petsport, USA
Critter Tug Assorted Double 
Stiched

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20535
33 cm
₹ 650

Super
Durable

Double
Stitched

--------

Petsport, USA
Prickle Hogs Assorted Squeaks

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20580
19 cm
₹ 725

Super
Durable

Double
Stitched

--------

Petsport, USA
Sheldon Sheep Assorted Plush

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20595
18 cm
₹ 725

Petsport, USA
Tuff Squeaks Jungle Monkey 
Double Stitched

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20530
36 cm
₹ 650

Double
Stitched

--------

Jungle Monkey is a durable, super soft 
dog toy made for medium to large dogs. 
Durable & Super Soft. Squeaker inside. 
Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Super soft "unstuffed" dog toy made for 
medium to large dogs. Best cure for a 
bored pet that loves to play, like puppies or 
even seniors who act like a puppy. Stuffing 
free. Squeaker inside. Certified Non-toxic. 
Colorfast.

Critter Tug is a durable, super soft dog toy 
made for medium to large dogs. Critter Tug 
is the best cure for a bored pet that loves to 
play. Durable & Super Soft. Squeaker inside. 
Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Prickle Hog is a durable, but super soft 
dog toy made for medium to large dogs. 
Durable & Super Soft. Squeaker inside. 
Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Best cure for a bored pet that loves to play. 
Sheldon Sheep is a durable, but super soft 
dog toy made for medium to large dogs. 
Durable & Super Soft. Squeaker inside. 
Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

PLUSH TOYS

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

OH-32011
18 cm
₹ 600

STUFFING

Outward Hound, USA
Invincible Mini Duck Squeaking 
Dog Toy

Featuring 2 layers of super-tough fabric, 
and special squeakers that continue to 
squeak after being punctured. Available 
in 4 diffrent characters, your dog will love 
chewing and playing with these small but 
tough toys.
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Dog Toys

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

35977
26 cm
₹ 750

Trixie, Germany
Dog Soundless Plush Toy

Soundless toy. Especially for sensible dogs. 
Gives mental stimulation. Safe for your pet. 
Attractive in color. Lightweight and Easy 
Maintenance. Fits in the mouth easily. Made 
up of sturdy material. Comfortable and 
durable. Appealing design.

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

36199
40 cm
₹ 850

Trixie, Germany
Bone Fabric

Petsport, USA
Mop Monster Assorted Double 
Stiched

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20590
23 cm
₹ 775

Super
Durable

Double
Stitched

--------

Petsport, USA
Tuff Plush Chucky Cow 13.5" 
Assorted

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20599
34 cm
₹ 795

Super
Durable

Super
Durable

Outward Hound, USA
Stuffing Free Big Squeak Gator

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

PS-631
25 cm
₹ 850

STUFFING

Petsport, USA
Tuff Plush Forest Friends

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20370
37 cm
₹ 1,175

Super
Durable

Double
Stitched

--------

Mop Monster is a durable, but super soft 
dog toy made for medium to large dogs. 
Durable & Super Soft. Squeaker inside. 
Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Chucky Cow is a durable, but super soft 
dog toy made for medium to large dogs. 
Durable & Super Soft. Squeaker inside. 
Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast.

Soft fabric chew toy for dogs. Ideal for 
bored dogs. Made from polyester. Squakes 
when dog bites it keeping it interested in 
playing.

Stuffing Free Big Squeak Gator by Petstages 
has tons of fun without the mess! Provides 
safe, squeaky fun with NO messy stuffing. 
Chambers squeak even if punctured. Two 
different sounds signal playtime. Unique 
squeak chambers maintain shape and 
sound.

Durable & Havy Duty. Squeaker inside. 
Certified Non-toxic. Colorfast. Forest Friends 
is a durable dog toy made from heavy duty 
canvas for medium to large dogs.

PLUSH TOYS
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Petsport, USA
Tuff Plush Duck Decoy 9" Assorted

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20310
23 cm
₹ 850

Double
Stitched

--------

Petsport, USA
Tuff Plush Safari Suede 12.5" 
Assorted

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20340
32 cm
₹ 1,075

Super
Durable

Double
Stitched

--------

Petsport, USA
Tuff Plush Tail Twister 12" Assorted

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20330
30 cm
₹ 875

Super
Durable

Double
Stitched

--------

Double
Stitched

--------

Petsport, USA
Tuff Squeaks Wiggle Worm 
Corduroy Fabric

CODE
DIMENSIONS
MRP

20560
38 cm
₹ 550

Super Durable plush toys for dogs. Double 
stitched. No harmful materials used.

Safety tested and ensured for your pet. 
Made using safe, quality materials that are 
harmless to your pet. Designed in the USA.

Made of soft yet durable corduroy fabric. 
Squeaker ball in head. Reinforced stitching 
help prevent rips. Comes in variety of colors.

Dog Toy That Floats For Water Retrieval 
and Flies Like A Frisbee. Safety Tested and 
ensured for your pet. Made using safe, 
quality, materials that are harmless to your 
pet. Reinforced Stitching Helps Prevent Rips.

PLUSH TOYS




